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November i6th.
Floyd Dell, successor to Francis Hackett, of Chicago Evening
Post (Literary), called to see me. 9.30.
Hamlin Garland came to take me to lunch at the Cliff Dwellers.
Charles Hutchinson, the banker, and originator of Art Insti-
tute and all sorts of municipal stuff, had found time to come
during morning and arrange flowers on principal table. Many
handshakers and autographs. Talks with architects and musi-
cians. Then Garland, with his two brothers-in-law, Taft1
(sculptor) and Brown (painter), and Jensen (a Dane, head of
parks section), took me in auto, to make river circuit of boulevards
round city.
Fine internal "landscape" gardening. Enormous com-
pleteness of everything, and fine upkeep of everything on
boulevards.
River-   They turned its course towards Mississippi, so as to
get rid of sewage.   This is most remarkable thing I have come
across, spectacularly.
Smell of stockyards.
Taft's studio. Colony created by him after 20 years' dream-
ing. A dreamy timid man. Several young sculptors and
sculptresses said to have great talent, at work on vast municipal
sculptures (such as groups and bridge near University). Sense
of enormous protracted detailed labour hi these undertakings.
General impression of shallowness left after seeing all these
people. As if one had come to the end of them at once.
Nevertheless, spectacular effect of their municipal spirit (born
in '71). Curious wistful quality in their constantly expressed
inspiration after " The City Beautiful".
tetter (probably falsely) signed "Jack London" of abuse
about interview with me in the Examiner.
Home at 11.30.
Wet street view of Michigan boulevard with flood of yellow
reflections and the 2 long lines of lights, punctuated by red globes
showing crossings.
Chicago is full of public spirit.
Friday, November ijth.
Maurice Browne called 9,20,
» Hamlin Garland, American -writer on life in the North-West States;
Lorado Taft, American sculptor and writer oa the subject.

